MEMORANDUM

TO: ALL USERS OF THE CATEGORY CODE SYSTEM BOOK

FROM: Jason A. Ridgway, Director
Office of Highway Development

DATE: April 7, 2015

RE: UPDATES TO THE CATEGORY CODE SYSTEM

The following revisions have been made to the 2008 Category Code book and have been posted on the SHA website.

CATEGORY I: PRELIMINARY

The following items have been suppressed:

121001, 121007, 121013, 121019, 121031, 121043, and 121049

The following pay items have been added:

121002 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 25 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA

121008 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 30 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA

121014 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 40 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA

121020 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 50 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA

121032 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 60 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA

121044 TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 65 MPH, ANY WIDTH EA
121050  TEMPORARY TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END
TREATMENT FOR 70 MPH, ANY WIDTH    EA

CATEGORY 4: STRUCTURES

The following pay items have been added:

421122  DYNAMIC PILE MONITORING     EA
421123  CAPWAP                            EA

CATEGORY 6: SHOULDERS

The following items have been suppressed:

662350, 662355, 662360, 662365, 662370, 662375, 662380, 662400, 662405,
662410, 662415, 662420, 662425, and 662430

The following pay items have been added:

662352  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
25 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662357  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
30 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662362  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
40 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662367  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
50 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662372  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
60 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662377  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
65 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662382  TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR
70 MPH, ANY WIDTH     EA
662401  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 25 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662406  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 30 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662411  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 40 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662416  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 50 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662421  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 60 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662426  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 65 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA
662431  BROWN POLYESTER COATED TYPE E TRAFFIC BARRIER END TREATMENT FOR 70 MPH, ANY WIDTH  EA

The new Category Code pay items are dated April 7, 2015. All projects advertised on or after April 21, 2014 must include the new pay item and any related specifications if applicable to the contract.

If you have any questions, call Edward C. Johnson at 410-545-8893 or by e-mail at ejohnson@sha.state.md.us.
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